
POWERPOINT® SLIDES
Microsoft PowerPoint® slides summarise the key points of each chapter.
They can be downloaded as a valuable revision aid.

GLOSSARY
Unsure of an accounting term? The online glossary contains a quick
reference to key terms and definitions

HAVE YOUR SAY!
The online learning centre also provides an email link to our webmaster and
editorial department.  We would welcome your feedback on any aspect of
the text or on the supplementary material.

INSTRUCTOR RESOURCE AND SOLUTIONS MANUAL 
A comprehensive teaching resource and solutions manual, prepared by the author, is available to
instructors.  It includes teaching notes, Thinking like an economist discussion questions, quizzes,
homework assignments and solutions to the end of chapter material. 

POWERPOINT® SLIDES
PowerPoint® slides summarise the key points of each chapter. They can be downloaded and
adapted to suit a lecturer’s requirements, or distributed to students as lecture notes. PowerPoint®

slides are also provided on the student website.  

TEST BANK – MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 
This bank contains 40 multiple choice or true/false graded questions for every chapter. It is
formatted for delivery in WebMCQ, WebCT or Blackboard formats.

GRAPHICS
Figures from the book are available on the Instructor CD and can be inserted into PowerPoints®

or assignments.

WEBMCQ
Set up your own online assignments and exams, using our powerful and flexible online quizzing
tool. Sophisticated tracking and reporting capabilities allow instructors to highlight topics where
students are weak and target these areas in tutorials.

COURSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)
Course Management Systems allow you to deliver and manage your course via the internet. 
McGraw-Hill can provide online material to accompany this text, formatted for your chosen CMS.
See your McGraw-Hill representative for details.

CONTACT THE AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR
Nilss Olekalns welcomes your feedback and comments on the text. An email link is provided for
instructors.

Growth accounting, the Asian tigers + Philippines 1960–1994. 
Capital accumulation has been the source of economic success in the Asian tigers.

Source: Nicholas Crafts, ‘Globalization and growth in the twentieth century’, IMF Working paper 00/44
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The Online Learning Centre with
PowerWeb which accompanies this
text is an integrated online product
designed to assist students and
lecturers alike in getting the most
from their course. This text provides
a powerful learning experience
beyond the printed page.

The premium content areas, which
are accessed by registering the code
at the front of this text, provide
students with our exclusive online
resources.  After registration you will
have seamless access to international
PowerWeb articles.

Exclusive to McGraw-Hill, PowerWeb

provides you with full text
international articles on accounting,
published in international journals
and magazines. These articles are
updated annually and are organised
to each chapter of the text.

E-STUDENT E-INSTRUCTOR

www.mhhe.com/au/bernanke
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